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About This Content

PLEASE NOTE: Train Simulator 2015 is not required to play this game.

The naughty group of garden gnomes,
Have taken presents from people’s homes,
Hidden around the garden high and low,

Will you be able to find them with all that snow?

Drive the miniature train called Little Ned,
Around in the darkness after everyone’s in bed,

And gather up all the gifts and toys,
So that Christmas morning can be filled with joy.

Winter is here and Christmas is coming!

However, the naughty gnomes from the garden have made off with the children’s presents and hidden them in the snow.

As driver of ‘Little Ned’, the Richie Rails garden scale train, it’s up to you to gather all the lost toys before the Children awake
on Christmas Day.

Chase the gnomes, collect the presents and return them to the house – but watch out for snowballs and those mischievous
gnomes! If all goes to plan, ‘Little Ned’ will be back running around the Christmas tree and no-one will have to know about the
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night-time adventures……
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Title: The Game of Gnomes
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German
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As someone who bought train simulator to play with two small boys this is the perfect DLC for TS. Navigating the track itself
does offer some small challenges what with the steep inclines, sharp bends and ease with which the model train tips over.
Pricing is about right at the sale price IMO.

Also, there's a wagon with a dinosaur on it, this means that every train we drive ever, will now have to pull these.. hello there
i like the route and locomotive, but the introduction is kinda creepy because the gnomes can move and I had to end the scenario
because it was so freaky. I would suggest this so you could drive this on quick drive if you don`t like cringy stop motion
animation.
All the best
LMBR
LondonMidlandzBritishRail. Fun and charming. The layout is fairly detailed, and the scenarios give a decent variety of short
tasks equal to roughly an hour of gameplay.

As far as difficulty is concerned, the first few scenarios assume no knowledge of how to play Train Sim (which is probably
smart as it's standalone), but the difficulty doesn't ramp up very much after that, so don't expect to have to try too hard to finish
with a good score.

I'd say it's worth the $3, and the $5 package with last year's holiday DLC is definitely a good value if you missed it the first time
around.. It's brief, easy and fairly entertaining. I'm not sure how large of a child playerbase there is for it, though. I think this is a
great little DLC and the 3\u20ac price is worth it. The history, The line and the train is made good. There is only 2 things that
could have done better. 1 the train dosnt have a horn, like WTF c\u00b4mon on you could have given it a little horn. 2. In 2
senarios its simply to dark to see what you are doing. Its guessing most of the time, a little more bright would not hurt any one..
JUNK TRASH dont buy it. does not work, train stop after 10 seconds ...... Buy it for my son that can not play it. RIPOFF.
Uhhh.... I was high when I bought this. For sure.. This game is well done and I enjoy playing it with the kids every holiday. I was
hoping for more DLC like this and the holiday express they were both well done.. This pack only needs three words; I LOVE
THIS!. The holiday routes are a fun addition.
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I'll be honest, this is MUCH better than the Holiday Express.

The loco you get is a small shunter with some christmas lights and a lighted christmas tree on it. The glowing lights emit a small
section of light which is a really nice touch. It does not have an actual cabview which is a shame, so you are forced to use the
HUD or your keyboard.

As far as wagons, you get some flatbeds with various loads (Robots, Teddy Bears, Army men, and more), as well as small green
coaches that can be found in the Isle of Wight Add-on pack. Both have christmas lights on them and glow just like the
locomotive.

The route I'd say is much better than the Holiday Express, the outdoor route is much more pleasing and interesting than the
indoor one the Holiday express had.

Would I recommend this DLC pack? $2? Sure. $9? You're asking alot there, and for only a couple scenarios and other things,
it's not worth the $9. $5? Sure. I think it's definately worth $5.

Is it better than the Holiday Express? Far better. Granted you only get one locomotive, however, the locomotive will work in any
route unlike the Steam locomotive from the Holiday Express (which is actually an Electric loco and will only work on electric
routes).

If you really want both Holiday packs, the $5 bundle they have currently going is perfect.. Very enjoyable Xmas themed pack,
great for kids or adults alike,. A fun game for the kids during the holiday season. Worth the sale price.. Thought this would be
cute but it's too dark to really see anything. A real toy train doing circles under the Christmas tree would be more fun than this.
Absolutely no point in wasting your time playing this DLC.. This route is very creative and fun. The Loco is nicely detailed with
some fun additions such as holiday lights. The scenarios are also very creative and fun. I think this route is better then the
Holiday Express Route. Overall I would definitely recommend this route (especially on sale).. I'm impressed. For the price, this
is a really cute little scenario pack. In the same vein as the earlier Halloween DLC (The Count Of Monster Disco) this has a
nice, cartoony style, and should appeal to both kids and adults. The scenarios aren't too difficult and the game really eases you in
if you haven't played any Train Simulator before. Check out my full playthrough below.

http:\/\/youtu.be\/T-n65wJioRE. I bought this DLC for the hell of it honestly (and while it was on sale). The small toy trains
provided with it will negociate the tight turns and sharp grades without any problems.
But for me, the best part is to attempt driving realistic trains on such a small track.

Looks it's best with the season set to winter obviously.

One sore point for me is that the provided locomotives do NOT have a cab view.. Good little pack with a few short scenarios for
when you have 10-20 minutes to spare and dont want to do a full Donner Pass Scenario !

Well worth the money whilst its on sale, not sure I'd pay the full price of \u00a39.99 for it though as each scenario is a max 10
minutes long, and there are only about 6 scenarios.

Good fun and a nice fun break from the normal DLC available
. Silly, but brilliant fun. just something different for TS201x players. Every grown man have their inner child inside. Recomend
this! 10\/10 Just for Fun Factor. Jack
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